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• Location: ESA, Cologne, Germany
• Date: September 26-29, 2016
• Major Goals for the week:
– Payload peer reviews of MITP and MA/ITP
• MITP I47 – 52 review
• MA/ITP 8.3 review
• Discuss any MA/ITP Payload Template Issues
• Review Trends  
– Partner Training Philosophy Updates
– Partner New Payloads
– Training Feedback / Debriefs
– Bilateral Splinters 
– Joint Research
• New Initiatives
• New Concerns
• MPTP meeting is scheduled for four days
Upcoming - MPTP Face to Face
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3MA/ITP Payload Template
• ETRIP Action regarding a consistent payload template 
for MA/IPT
– MPTP and ETRIP agreed on the new payload template in 
April/May 2016 face to face meetings. 
– ETRIP has an action to send updated templates to the partners.
– Implementation: MA/ITP 8.3
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4• Concern
– No new concerns at this time. 
• Initiatives:
– No new initiatives at this time.
• Next MPTP Telecon scheduled:
– August 9, 2016 – Finalize agenda and travel for Face to Face meeting.
Top Concerns / Initiatives
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